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No 2.Air New Zealand has apologised to a pilot for
calling her a "fat, black bitch" during a flight back
from New York to Auckland. Photo: Supplied The

incident took place between Hobsonville and
Wellington International airports in the early hours
of August 31. The airline said it had investigated
the matter and launched an "immediate and full
investigation" into the incident. It said the caller

used "unacceptable language and in no way
represents the view or feelings of Air New
Zealand". "Air New Zealand unreservedly

apologises to the pilot," the airline said. "We are
continuing to work with the pilot and our customer

to ensure this never happens again. "The safety
and wellbeing of our customers and crew is of the

utmost importance and we constantly strive to
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provide the best experience possible to our
customers when flying with us." The airline said it

wanted to reassure customers there was no
known pattern of this type of conduct and that

inappropriate language has absolutely no place on
Air New Zealand's flights. was granted. The
District Court granted Verizon's motion for

summary judgment on this claim. See McCallen v.
CSX Transp. Inc., 404 F.3d 833, 838 (5th

Cir.2005). The Supreme Court granted certiorari,
vacated the judgment of this court, and remanded

the case for further consideration in light of
Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, ___ U.S.

___, 126 S.Ct. 2405, 165 L.Ed.2d 345 (2006). In
Burlington Northern, the Supreme Court made it
clear that [s]ection 1981's promise of protection

against discrimination in the making and
enforcing of contracts "applies only to conduct
that occurs in connection with the making or

performance of a contract, and not to conduct
occurring afterwards, even though it may lead to

the loss of a contract." Id. at 2407 (quoting
Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 491 U.S. 164,

176, 109 S.Ct. 2363, 105 L.Ed.2d 132 (1989)). The
Court made it equally clear that "a plaintiff may

establish intentional discrimination through
evidence of (
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dietary supplements to pregnant women in The
Gambia, West Africa. Maternal nutrition and

supplementation during pregnancy are important
because of the adverse pregnancy outcomes

associated with low maternal nutritional status.
This descriptive study explores the diet and

nutritional practices of pregnant Gambian women
and the range and type of dietary supplements
provided to them by health care workers. In a

randomly selected community in the Upper River
Region of the Gambia, a structured questionnaire
was administered by a trained interviewer to 411
pregnant women within 48 hours of giving birth.
The majority of women obtained supplements

from the antenatal clinic, a general hospital or a
health centre, although some mothers were able
to obtain supplements from traditional healers.

One in four women reported they had not
consumed any of the supplements provided by

the health care workers. Knowledge of the
importance of specific dietary items for pregnancy

was generally high, with nutritional status and
health indicators relatively good, except for the

high prevalence of anaemia and low birth weight.
The study demonstrated the range and quality of
supplements available to Gambian women in the
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community, although a substantial proportion
were not received by the mothers. It also

identified points of weakness in maternal nutrition
care in the Gambia and suggested areas for

improvement.SYDNEY, March 1 (Reuters) - An
Australian cardinal and former archbishop of the
church’s domestic capital has acknowledged that
sexual abuse has been “a destructive force in our

society”. The cardinal, George Pell, was
archbishop of Melbourne from 1996 until 2014,
and before that was the archbishop of Sydney

between 1991 and 1996. Cardinal Pell has been
Australia’s most senior Catholic clergyman since
April 2014, and since his appointment has been

linked to a royal commission investigating
allegations of sexual abuse committed by

paedophile priests within his diocese, the southern
city of Ballarat. “The sexual abuse of children is a
destructive force in our society. It has affected the
lives of many people,” Cardinal Pell said in a news
statement released by the order in which he is a

fellow, the Benedictine monks of St George’s
Priory. “If I had 0cc13bf012
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Trumpet or Horn Brakes. Tr-2-1210-1-G-D. Lindell.
$60.. The "Getzen" trumpets are all French horns,

the "JBL" are American jazz.Q: Getting server
name in vb.net I'm trying to get the hostname of

my server. My implementation is for a console app
that will be run as a scheduled task, but at this
moment, I can't use the System.Net.Sockets

functions because I don't have access to a web
server. I tried reading the host from the registry,
but that didn't work. My next attempt was to look
in HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Compu
terName. I tried a string split, but that didn't work

either. Here is what I have so far: Dim
MyHostName = System.Security.Principal.Window

sIdentity.GetCurrent().Name Dim Hostname =
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String.Concat(MyHostName.Substring(0,
MyHostName.IndexOf(".")) _ ,

MyHostName.Substring(MyHostName.IndexOf("."),
MyHostName.Length - 1) _ , "" _ ,

MyHostName.Substring(MyHostName.IndexOf("."))
_ ,

MyHostName.Substring(MyHostName.IndexOf("."),
MyHostName.Length - 1) _ , "" _ ,

MyHostName.Substring(MyHostName.IndexOf("."))
_
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